This note shows that the optimal choice of k simultaneous experiments in a stationary multi-armed bandit problem can be characterized in terms of the Gittins index of each arm. The index characterization remains equally valid after the introduction of switching costs.
Introduction
It is well known that in a multi-armed bandit situation, the optimality of the Gittins index policy is sensitive to changes in the number of experiments performed in each period. A di!erent generalization to which the index policy is not robust is the introduction of switching costs between the arms as shown in Banks and Sundaram (1994) . The purpose of this note is to show that with a countable in"nity of ex ante identical arms, the problem is much better behaved. This setup was called a stationary bandit problem in Banks and Sundaram (1992) , who analyzed the optimality of the index policy with denumerably many arms. More precisely, we "nd that the main problem in the case with "nitely many arms is the possible need to revert back to arms that were once abandoned. In a stationary bandit problem, once an arm is abandoned, it will never be revisited in either of the two environments just mentioned.
The basic setup of a stationary bandit has been used in the theory of job search as a description of a labor market. Hence it is of interest to note that the simple index rules characterizing optimal search can be generalized for stationary bandits. Within the context of a job market, the generalization to multiple searches in each time period seems relevant to models where a "rm is searching for the most productive workers to "ll k vacancies or, alternatively, a model of job search among family members when the resources within a family are pooled. In the context of allocating research and development expenditure, one can imagine a model where k separate research teams direct their e!orts among a countable set of ex ante equally pro"table projects. In each of these cases, our results demonstrate that selecting the alternatives with the highest individual indices is an optimal strategy. We also show that the use of a generalized index rule with a large but "nite set of arms is approximately optimal.
Basic model
The general problem in this note is to operate k arms in a multi-armed bandit simultaneously so as to maximize the expected discounted sum of returns from all operated arms in all future time periods. Time is discrete and indexed by t3+0, 1, 2 ,. The set of available arms is given by -"+1, 2, 2 , and a particular element of the set is indexed by i. All arms are assumed to be ex ante identical and statistically independent. In period t, arm i yields a reward xG R if operated and zero otherwise. In the most general setup, the reward from arm i follows a stochastic process, not necessarily Markov, that depends only on past realizations from arm i. For ease of notation, we focus on the case where each arm is a sampling process. In other words, xG R &G( ) " ), where 3 L1L is an unknown parameter. Assume also that inf F $[xG R " ]'0 so that selecting an arm is always strictly better than not selecting one and also that sup
be the prior on (common to all i). The posterior belief G R is updated using Bayes' rule in the periods when arm i is operated. Let R "( R , R , R , 2 ) and observe that for all t, G R " G for all but "nitely many i. Let 3(0,1) be the For a more complete exposition of the theory of multi-armed bandit processes and the optimality of index policies, see Gittins (1989) , Whittle (1982) or Banks and Sundaram (1992) . discount factor between periods. The problem is then to choose for each t and R a subset A R ( R ) of -to solve the following:
where "A R ( R )" denotes the cardinality of the set A R ( R ). We brie#y recall the de"nition of the Gittins index in its #ow characterization. For arm i at posterior G R , the Gittins index is given by mG( G R ) if a decision maker is indi!erent in period t between the following two payo! #ows: (i) she can either receive a "xed reward of mG( G R ) in the current period as well as in all future periods or (ii) she can receive the random payo! xG R in the current period and maintain the option to continue sampling from xG or receive mG( G R ) in all future periods. An alternative characterization of the index mG( G R ) is given by
where is a stopping time. In words, the index mG( G R ) is the maximal expected average discounted payo! per unit of expected discounted time. We denote the Gittins index of any arm in period 0 by
The following recursive de"nition extends the Gittins index rule to the case where k arms are selected simultaneously. Let
and associated with A , let
The sequence
and
This is assumed only to make the example computationally simple. The qualitative nature of the example does not depend on this.
and for any arbitrary t by
We call the sequence +A R ( R ), R the Gittins index k-rule. We may omit the obvious dependence on the sample path and posterior belief and simply write +A R , R . The sequence A R operates all those arms whose Gittins indices are above the common index of the untried arms and abandons those arms with indices below that value. New arms are tried in the order of their labels. In the next section, we prove that this rule is optimal and we also establish the limit result that a "nite version of this rule achieves approximately the optimal payo! in an economy with N arms as N gets large.
Optimality of the index rule

An example with xnitely many arms
We start by giving an example of the failure of the index rule when k arms are to be selected in every period and there are only "nitely many arms. For simplicity, we assume that the arms are not identical at the beginning of the problem. The reader may want to think of this situation as one arising as a continuation problem in an initially symmetric situation.
Consider three arms, of which at most two can be employed in any given period. The rewards of the arms are given by x"1 with probability p"1 for all t.
x" 2 with p" , 0 with 1!p" , for all t.
x" 3 with p" , 0 with 1!p" , for all t.
Future payo!s are discounted with a discount factor " . Due to the simple structure of the uncertain arms 2 and 3, all uncertainty is resolved in a single trial.
It is straightforward to verify that m"m"m"1, as the Gittins index of each arm i can be computed by
The Gittins index rule is hence completely indi!erent about the temporal order in which the arms are selected. However a simple calculation shows that the values to the decision maker are di!erent depending on the order by which she chooses among the arms. In particular, setting A "+1, 2, or A "+1, 3, yields an overall value of while starting with the two uncertain arms, A "+2, 3, yields only . If we parametrize the value, <, of the entire program by the reward, and thus the Gittins index, of the certain alternative, x , it is easy to show that <(x ) is a continuous function of x . But this tells us immediately that for small enough and x "m "1! , the optimal choice of A includes alternative 1 even though it has a lower Gittins index than the other alternatives.
The loss resulting from the choice of +2, 3, rather than +1, 2, or +1, 3, can be understood as follows. If an uncertain arm fails, i.e. generates a reward of 0 in the "rst period, then it is optimal to abandon that arm and choose the safe arm in the following period. The option value of an uncertain arm is de"ned as the (expected) gain resulting from a switch to the safe arm. If both uncertain arms are chosen in the initial period, then the option value of one of the arms is lost immediately. Since, if both arms fail in the initial period, only one of the arms can have a positive option value. The probability of failing is for arm 2 and for arm 3. If +1,2, are chosen in the initial period, then this loss in option value is delayed by one period and hence the di!erence in the losses is given by (1! ) ) " . If the decision maker had two certain arms available, each yielding a reward of 1 per period, then all policies not using dominated arms would yield a payo! of 4. The simultaneous use of the uncertain arms would not result in any losses in terms of the option value as there would be su$ciently many safe arms available after all histories. In a stationary bandit problem, the unlimited supply of untried arms guarantees that the option value of any given arm is not dependent on the past choices of arms.
Optimality with inxnitely many identical arms
The crucial point in the following proof is the observation that, with in"nitely many identical arms, an arm that is abandoned once, will never be employed again. This form of independence from the state of the other arms is su$cient to show that the index policy is an optimal policy.
Theorem 1. The Gittins index k-rule is optimal. The initial value of the stationary k-choice bandit is given by
Proof. The proof proceeds in two steps. In
Step 1, we show that the value <( ) can be achieved by the Gittins index k-rule and then, in Step 2, we show that no other policy can achieve a larger expected payo!.
Step 1: Consider any of the available k slots. The following policy achieves m /(1! ) for every slot. Start with an untried arm i and continue with it until its Gittins index mG( G R ) drops below m . At the "rst occurrence of this event switch to an untried arm and play according to the same strategy. We claim that this strategy achieves m /(1! ). The claim is proved if we show that the stopping time:
solves the optimization problem on the right-hand side of (1). But this follows immediately from the optimality of the index policy for k"1. As the same argument can be given for all slots, we conclude that this policy results in a payo! of km /(1! ).
Step 2: The argument is by contradiction. Suppose that there is another policy which achieves a strictly higher payo! than km /(1! ). Then there must exist at least one arm i for which the expected average payo! strictly exceeds m . Denote by the indicator function IG( R ) the employment of arm i under this policy:
Restating the claim just made, it must be that there exists at least one i such that for some mG31 > with mG'm :
Notice that the indicator function depends on R , and not only on G R , and that the indicator may switch arbitrarily often between 0 and 1. For every policy and its representation through the indicator function IG( R ) we can construct another policy and associated indicator function IK G( G R , t), depending on G R and time t only, such that
At this point, we are using the stochastic independence of the arms, i.e. the fact that
for every G R and t. It follows that the ratio formed by the new indicator function still satis"es the (in-)equalities in (3):
Consider next a modi"ed stream of payo!s, +u R , R , based on IK G( G R , t) and de"ned as follows:
Notice that +u R , R can be thought of as the realized payo!s in a two-armed bandit problem with one certain and one uncertain arm. Denote the discounted expected payo! from the policy IK G( G R , t) in this modi"ed problem by <(IK G, mG). From (4), we have
and for all m(mG, we have
Instead of the allocation policy IK G( G R , t) consider now the optimal allocation policy between the uncertain arm xG and the certain arm mG. Finding the optimal allocation policy in this case is a standard two-armed bandit problem. A stationary solution to this problem exists. Denote this policy by IGH( G R ). By de"nition
As the optimal policy is stationary, there exists a stopping policy H based only on G R that achieves the same payo! as the optimal policy. But by inequality (5), this implies that
which yields the desired contradiction as the initial hypothesis stated that
and this concludes the proof. ᮀ An immediate consequence of Theorem 1 is the following:
Corollary 1. The Gittins index k-rule is optimal in any bandit problem with inxnitely many arms where all but k(k arms have initially the same Gittins index.
We conclude this section by providing a limit result for approximate optimality of the Gittins index k-rule when there are N arms and N goes to in"nity. Let <(k, N) denote the optimal value in a problem with N arms. Denote the value in the case with an in"nite number of identical arms by <(k). 4<(k, N) as, with N arms, it is always possible to restrict all choices to +1, 2 , N,. ᮀ In view of this lemma, the value of the problem with a countable in"nity of arms exceeds (weakly) the value of any "nite arm problem. The last result in this section shows that the truncated Gittins index k-rule achieves the value of the countable arm problem in the limit. By the truncated rule, we mean the rule that selects arms A R 5+1, 2 , N, in period t. Denote this rule by A K and the value corresponding to this rule by < K (k, N).
Switching costs
In this section, we show that the result of Banks and Sundaram (1994) on the non-existence of an optimal index policy with switching costs disappears in the stationary bandit setting. The basic intuition is that the availability of untried arms makes it unnecessary to ever switch back to arms which were abandoned earlier. This observation combined with the result by Weitzman (1979) stating that an optimal index policy exists if switching costs are paid only on the "rst trial with a given arm shows that the Gittins index rule remains optimal in the stationary bandit setting. Theorem 1 then allows us to conclude that the Gittins index k-rule is optimal in the simultaneous allocation problem of k arms under switching costs.
Let c denote the switching cost to an arm and d denote the switching cost from an arm.
Theorem 2. The appropriately dexned Gittins index k-rule is optimal in a stationary bandit problem with switching costs.
Proof. It is immediately veri"ed that the index can be appropriately modi"ed by deducting (c#d) from the payo! of any untried arm in the initial period of its use. By Theorem 1, we know that an arm should be abandoned forever once its index falls below the (modi"ed) index of the untried arms. After abandoning an arm, switching costs of (c#d) would have to be deducted if the arm were to be reused in any future period. A fortiori, the strategy of Theorem 1 remains optimal and it is best to never fall back to an earlier abandoned arm whose Gittins index is strictly below the (modi"ed) one of the untried arms. Since untried arms are available in all periods, the optimal strategy is to continue with an arm if and only if its index exceeds the (modi"ed) one of the untried arms. ᮀ
Conclusion
In many economic problems such as the allocation of workers to "rms, a stationary bandit situation is the most natural idealized description of the market. This note shows that while the Gittins index rule in a "nite multi-armed bandit problem is not robust to many economically meaningful perturbations, the problem with in"nitely many arms is much better behaved. A generalization of the Gittins index rule remains optimal in the allocation problem of k simultaneous experiments as well as in a problem with switching costs. We also show that the generalized Gittins index rule performs well in bandit problems with a large but "nite number of arms. In particular, the payo! from the generalized Gittins index rule converges to that of the optimal policy as the number of arms tends to in"nity.
On a more technical level, this note clari"es the reason for the failure of the Gittins index policy in "nite arm bandits with multiple experiments. In the classical multi-armed bandit, a crucial requirement is that the employment of one arm leaves all other arms una!ected. With multiple experiments, the best available alternative in the next period to an individual arm depends on the choice of other experiments in the current period. But the Gittins index is calculated under the assumption that the payo!s from all but one arm are not a!ected by the choices in the current period. As a result, the Gittins index rule is not optimal with multiple experiments and "nitely many arms. An in"nite supply of ex ante identical arms guarantees that the relevant alternatives when an arm is to be abandoned do not depend on the past choices of arms and hence the optimality of the Gittins index rule is restored.
